Neurophysiological studies have examined many aspects of neuronal activity in terms of neuronal codes and postulated roles for these codes in brain processing. There has been relatively little work, however, examining the relationship between different neuronal codes and the behavioural phenomena associated with cognitive processes. Here, predictions about reaction time distributions derived from an accumulator model incorporating known neurophysiological data in temporal lobe visual areas of the macaque are examined. Results from human experimental studies examining the effects of changing stimulus orientation, size and contrast are consistent with the model, including qualitatively different changes in reaction time distributions with different stimulus manipulations. The different changes in reaction time distributions depend on whether the image manipulation changes neuronal response latency or magnitude and can be related to parallel or serial cognitive processes respectively. The results indicate that neuronal coding can be productively incorporated into computational models to provide mechanistic accounts of behavioural results related to cognitive phenomena. 
Introduction

20
Understanding visual brain function requires precise knowledge of the information present at Q1 Q2 each stage of processing, how this information is encoded (the neuronal code), how different signals associated with different stages of processing are combined (integration of neuronal codes) and how neuronal signals are decoded to produce behaviour. While the general properties of many cortical and sub-cortical areas of both human and non-human primate brains 25 are known, the way in which neurones encode inputs and process information to generate output signals is still under debate.
Neuronal codes
As the processing ability of the brain is limited by the number of neurones and their connections, the presence of additional neuronal codes (signals) within the response of a single 30 neurone (channel) would increase the total information processing power of the brain without Q3 Q4 requiring an increase in the number of neurones. Both spike count assessed over hundreds of milliseconds and fine temporal resolution codes (∼1 ms precision) in visual system neuronal responses have been postulated to carry stimulus related information. Response strength is 
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influenced by changes in stimulus orientation, perspective view, object part visibility, size 35 or motion direction (Gross et al. 1972; Oram et al. 1993; Oram & Perrett 1994 Perrett et al. 1998; Wiener et al. 2001) . Here, the impact of variation of response magnitude in neurones of the superior temporal sulcus with stimulus orientation and stimulus size on behaviour is examined. The precise times of spikes relative to stimulus onset (neuronal response latency) form 40 another neuronal code. Response latency of individual neurons in temporal cortex show little dependency on response magnitude Oram et al. 1993; Oram & Perrett 1994; whereas changes in stimulus contrast cause changes of up to 400 ms in response latency, with an average increase of 150 ms when stimulus contrast is dropped from 100 to 6%, some 3 to 4 times the change observed in primary visual cortex (Oram 45 et al. 2002) . Given the dissociation of response magnitude and response latency, it is not surprising that response latencies, with a temporal resolution of ∼10 ms (Reich et al. 2001b) , convey stimulus related information that is unavailable from the spike count (Gawne et al. 1996; Reich et al. 2001a Reich et al. , 2001b Oram et al. 2002) . Here, the impact of neuronal response latency on behaviour is examined by changing stimulus contrast.
50
In summary, the available neurophysiological data offers support for both coarse (spike count) and fine (neuronal response latency) temporal resolution neuronal codes as potential codes involved in brain processing. While precise times of individual spikes within and between neuronal responses (e.g., synchrony, oscillations and synfire chains) have been postulated to play a role in many psychological phenomena, including binding or linking of dif-55 ferent stimulus attributes with behavioural relevance (von der Malsburg & Schneider 1986; Abeles 1991; Engel et al. 1992; Singer & Gray 1995; von der Malsburg 1995; Prut et al. 1998 ) the evidence is less clear as to how and under which conditions these codes carry information unavailable from coarse temporal response measures (Softky & Koch 1993; Shadlen & Newsome 1994; Shadlen & Newsome 1995; Shadlen & Newsome 1998; Shadlen 60 & Movshon 1999; Oram et al. 1999; Baker & Lemon 2000; Oram et al. 2001; Baker et al. 2001; Oram et al. 2002; Rolls et al. 2003 Rolls et al. , 2004 . This study therefore focuses on the implications of spike count and neuronal response latency for behavioural phenomena associated with visual recognition.
Psychological models of visual processing
65
In the 1970s, a linear relationship was found between increasing angular differences and reaction time to match two images of novel stimuli (Shepard & Metzler 1971 ). This linear relationship, combined with the subjects' self-report of feeling as though they were 'rotating the image in their minds eye', led Shepard & Metzler (1971) to propose subjects use a mental process to rotate and match the input images. This process is hypothesised to perform 70 a smooth continuous transformation until the two images are aligned. When accessing representations held in memory the recognition process is assumed to involve transformation of the input image to match the stored representation or previously seen image rather than transformation of the stored representation to match the input image (Koriat & Norman 1984; Robertson et al. 1987; Koriat & Norman 1988; Jordan & Huntsman 1995) . 75 Linear relationships between reaction time and angular mismatch of stimuli are widespread, having been observed for pigeons (Hamm et al. 1997) , sea-lions (Mauck & Dehnhardt 1997) , baboons (Hopkins et al. 1993 ) and macaque monkeys (Perrett et al. 1988) . Similar relationships occur for recognition of recently learnt objects (Tarr & Pinker 1989 Integrating neuronal coding into cognitive models 3 Logothetis et al. 1994; Vetter et al. 1994; Gauthier & Tarr 1997b; Gauthier et al. 1998 ) as well as novel stimuli. Highly familiar objects (e.g., faces, car, horse, house, clock) are recognised when viewed in 'canonical' views better than other views (Newell & Findlay 1997) . The observed dependency of recognition reaction time and presentation of whole or part object (Biederman 1987; Baker Cave & Kosslyn 1993) can also be interpreted as the mental process 85 of 'object completion'. Image transformations other than rotation also produce changes in reaction time for object recognition. A mental 'size normalisation' process has been proposed to account for the observed relation between image size and recognition reaction time (Bundesen & Larsen 1975; Besner 1983; Jolicoeur & Besner 1987; Ellis et al. 1989; Tombu & Jolicoeur 2002b ) and reaction times increase with decreasing stimulus contrast (Williams 90 & Lit 1983; Johannes et al. 1995; Van Selst et al. 1999; Nasanen et al. 2001) . Mental transformation processes have been captured in computational models of object recognition in which either single or multiple orientation, size and viewpoint specific instances of objects are stored (Koenderink & van Doorn 1979; Poggio & Edelman 1990; Edelman & Weinshall 1991; . The implementation 95 of the putative mental transformation processes to match input images and multiple viewpoint specific stored representations allows recognition of objects from unusual or novel viewpoints (Tarr & Pinker 1989; Bulthoff et al. 1995; . Thus, the predominant view within cognitive frameworks is of a process that implements mental transformations (e.g., rotation) to explain experimental results. In this paper, the effect of changes in orientation, 100 size and contrast on reaction times are modelled using observed changes in neuronal activity to these three image manipulations without invoking mental transformation processes to explain the transformation-reaction time relationships (see also Perrett et al. 1998; Oram et al. 2002) .
Serial or parallel processing and the dual task paradigm
105
A fundamental issue concerning any process is whether or not it operates in parallel with other processes. Within current cognitive frameworks of sensory processing, the initial processing of stimuli is assumed to be parallel (i.e., can occur simultaneously with other processes). Subsequent serial processing is thought to prevent the decision based on one stimulus interfering, possibly catastrophically, with the decision based on a second stimulus. The dual task 110 paradigm is used in psychological experiments to dissociate parallel from serial processes (also referred to pre-bottleneck versus bottleneck, peripheral versus central or slave versus executive processing). Figure 1 illustrates the rationale of the dual task paradigm and how it can discriminate between parallel and serial processing. Within the dual task paradigm, two stimuli are pre-115 sented sequentially, each stimulus requiring a behavioural response. To avoid interference, the modality of the two stimuli are presented in different modalities (here, the first stimulus is auditory, the second visual). The auditory stimulus is assumed to undergo some parallel auditory processing and then serial processes (also known as central or bottle-neck processes) leading to a decision which is then processed by the motor system to initiate the behavioural 120 response. The processing of the visual stimulus proceeds in an analogous manner (parallel visual processing, serial decision processing, leading to a behavioural response). Reaction time can be measured to different visual stimuli within this paradigm.
With a long delay between the presentation of the auditory and visual stimuli (Long InterStimulus-Interval in Figure 1 ), all of the serial decision processing required for the first 125 (auditory) task is completed before the visual stimulus appears, thus allowing uninterrupted processing of the visual stimulus. In Figure 1 , visual stimulus 1 leads to shorter reaction time tnet.cls TFJI040-03-144486 November 22, 2005 6:24 4 M. W. Oram Figure 1 . Rationale of the dual task paradigm. Within the dual task paradigm, two stimuli are presented sequentially, each stimulus requiring a behavioural response. In this schematic, the first stimulus is auditory, the second visual. The auditory stimulus is assumed to undergo some 'auditory' processing (which can occur in parallel with other tasks), then serial central or bottle-neck processes make a 'decision' which is then processed by the motor system to make the behavioural 'response'. See text for details.
(RT1) than visual stimulus 2 (RT2). There are two options within the cognitive framework as to why visual stimulus 2 gives rise to longer reaction times than visual stimulus 1. One possibility (Option A in Figure 1 ) is increased parallel processing (i.e., the visual processing 130 of stimulus 2 takes longer than the visual processing of stimulus 1). The second possibility (Option B) is that the serial bottleneck decision processing of stimulus 2 takes longer than for stimulus 1. These options can be distinguished by decreasing the interval between the presentation of the auditory and visual stimuli. With short inter-stimulus-intervals (Short Inter-Stimulus-Interval in Figure 1 ), the serial 135 bottle-neck processing of the auditory stimulus is ongoing during the parallel processing of the visual stimulus. This does not interfere with the parallel visual processing but leads to a delay, known as the psychological refractory period, before the serial processing of the second tnet.cls TFJI040-03-144486 November 22, 2005 6:24 Integrating neuronal coding into cognitive models 5 stimulus can start (i.e., the serial response selection processes associated with the auditory stimulus must complete before the serial processes associated with the visual stimulus can 140 start). If the increased reaction time to visual stimulus 2 compared to visual stimulus 1 is due to increased pre-bottleneck processing time (Option A), then this parallel processing can occur in the psychological refractory period, so RT1 = RT2 at short inter-stimulusintervals. If the increased reaction time of responses to visual stimulus 2 compared to visual stimulus 1 is due to increased serial processing time (Option B), then the difference in 145 reaction times to the two different stimuli will be the same as at long inter-stimulus-intervals (i.e., RT2 > RT2).
Neural coding and the dual task paradigm
An alternative framework explains results from dual task paradigms in terms of the encoding of different visual attributes by neuronal response latency and magnitude (Oram et al. 2002) .
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The activity of single neurones can be viewed as evidence supporting the presence of a particular visual stimulus (Barlow 1972 (Barlow , 1985 . Once the evidence or information exceeds a threshold, a decision about the presence or absence of the stimulus can be made (Loftus et al. 1983; Busey & Loftus 1994; Loftus & Ruthruff 1994b; Chun & Wolfe 1996; Palmer & McLean 1996; Busey & Loftus 1998; Verghese 2001 ).
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The visual information acquisition and evidence accumulation hypotheses are captured by diffusion models and accumulator models (Ward & McClelland 1989; Carpenter & Williams 1995; Palmer & McLean 1996; Perrett et al. 1998; Schall & Thompson 1999; Ratcliff & Rouder 2000; Gold & Shadlen 2001; Usher & McClelland 2001; Verghese 2001; Oram et al. 2002; Schall 2002; Roitman & Shadlen 2002; Schall 2003) . lator models integrate the information or evidence in favour of each decision separately and operate as a race: whichever set of accumulated evidence crosses the threshold first determines the decision. Diffusion models accumulate the difference between incoming signals and are therefore competitive in nature. The importance of competitive or inhibitory interactions is highlighted by the fact that accumulator models can only successfully 165 model RT distributions when inhibitory interactions occur between the incoming signals (Smith & Ratcliffe 2004) . Competition between different neuronal populations, each population representing a different interpretation of the inputs, can be used to model the behavioural decision about which stimulus is present (e.g., Oram et al. 2002 ).
170
Figure 2 shows schematically the accumulation of evidence during a dual task experiment when an image manipulation changes the neuronal response latency (as induced by changes in stimulus contrast (Figure 2 left) ) or the neuronal response magnitude (as induced by changes in stimulus orientation (Figure 2 right) ). The top panels show schematic plots of neuronal activity over time. The middle row plots the accumulation of evidence when 175 accumulation begins from response onset. These schematic figures illustrate that both increases in neuronal response latency and decreases in neuronal response magnitude predict increased time to threshold (reaction times). The lower panels plot the accumulation of evidence when accumulation is delayed. These lower panels illustrate a condition in which these two alternatives predict differential patterns of reaction time: only changes in response 180 magnitude predict changes in reaction times when accumulation of evidence is delayed. This type of delay is assumed to be induced in the dual task experimental paradigm with short inter-stimulus-intervals (Loftus & Ruthruff 1994a; Jolicoeur 1999; Pashler et al. 2001 accumulation of evidence when the accumulator starts at stimulus onset. This situation is assumed to occur with long inter-stimulus-intervals in dual task paradigm. The time to threshold (predicted reaction time) increases when either the response latency increases (left) or response magnitude decreases (right). Bottom row: accumulation of evidence when the accumulator starts some period after stimulus onset (here after a delay of 150 ms). This situation is assumed to occur with short inter-stimulus-intervals in dual task paradigm. The time to threshold (predicted reaction time) does not increase as the neuronal response latency increases with, for example, decreasing contrast (left) but does increase when response magnitude decreases (right).
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Outline of experiments
The aim of the present study was to further examine the extent to which neuronal codes of different temporal resolution (firing rate assessed over hundreds of milliseconds and neuronal response latency assessed with millisecond precision) can explain the behavioural phenomena associated with recognition of visual presentation of objects from unusual viewpoints (Oram 190 et al. 2002) . Both traditional cognitive and diffusion/accumulator frameworks assume a serial process operates in making a behavioural decision/response. While the cognitive framework provides little or no specification of the underlying mechanism, accumulator and diffusion models assume an integration process occurs over time (the accumulation) and when some threshold is reached a decision (i.e., motor output) will be initiated. Neither class of model 195 specifies the mechanisms by which this serial process 'switches' from one task to another. Unlike cognitive frameworks, diffusion and accumulator models allow assessment of the distribution of the recognition times as well as their means. While the traditional cognitive framework describes processes as serial or parallel according to the results of dual task experiments, the diffusion and accumulator models allow for these effects to be due to changes The dual task paradigm is used to assess whether the time required for a perceptual process is constant with inter-stimulus-interval or not. Diffusion models predict constant perceptual process time across inter-stimulus-interval when the stimulus difference results in changes in neuronal response magnitude, whereas if image manipulation changes neuronal response 210 latency reaction time differences due to the image manipulation will decrease with decreasing inter-stimulus-interval. Previously recorded neurophysiological responses to complex images (including the face and body) from the macaque superior temporal cortex indicate that changes in stimulus orientation and size influence neuronal response magnitude with no impact on response latency Wachsmuth et al. 1994; Ashbridge et al. 215 2000), while changes in stimulus contrast influence neuronal response latency and, to a lesser extent, changes in response magnitude (Oram et al. 2002) . A simple accumulator model is developed using parameters derived from these neurophysiological data. Predictions about performance in dual task studies are made using the model for transformations of stimulus orientation, size and contrast. To test the model predictions, human experimental dual task 220 studies were performed using these image transformations.
Methods
An accumulator model, incorporating neurophysiological data was used to generate specific predictions that were then tested using human experimental techniques (see also Oram et al. 2002) . 225 
Modelling behavioural reaction time
The model used here incorporated known neurophysiological response properties from the macaque temporal lobe of a monkey performing a simple red/green discrimination task when viewing complex images, including the head and body (Perrett et The cumulative difference of the activity from two populations of simulated neurones was thresholded to obtain a modelled reaction time on a single trial. The mean and distribution of modelled reaction times was obtained from 10000 trials.
1992; Perrett et al. 1998; Ashbridge et al. 2000; Oram et al. 2002) . In general, the model has 230 2..n p populations of input spike trains, one set of inputs representing the 'target' neuronal activity, the other populations of input spike trains representing neuronal activity to n p -1 'non-target' stimuli (modelled on neuronal responses to 'control stimuli (Perrett et al. 1991) . Here, only two neuronal populations are simulated, one representing the target stimulus the second the non-target (Figure 3) . The model accumulated the difference in the number of 235 spikes between the 'target' stimulus population and each 'non-target' population. When the absolute value of the accumulated difference reached an arbitrary threshold, a 'decision' was made. If the accumulated difference was positive, a 'target present' decision was made. If the accumulated threshold was negative, a 'target absent' decision was made. The time of the model's 'target' or 'target absent' decision represented the behavioural reaction time.
240
As detailed next, the input spike trains to the model were based on neurophysiological data from neurones in the superior temporal sulcus responsive to the sight of static images of the head and body. Non-linear regression was used to fit an arbitrary function to previously collected neurophysiological data ) to obtain appropriate spike density functions (the time course of the activity of the responses of single neurones). Spike density 245 functions obtained from different neurones to stimuli that elicited maximum, mid (50% of maximum) and the smallest response magnitudes were averaged after aligning each spike density function on the neuronal response latency Integrating neuronal coding into cognitive models 9 spike density function was modelled using:
where Activity is the neuronal response (firing rate in spike per second), t is time relative to 250 response onset (stimulus onset -response latency) and β 1 . . . β 4 , τ 2 . . . τ 4 are the coefficients to be estimated. (Inclusion of the third exponential provided a statistically significant improvement (p < 0.05) in the R 2 to a sum of two exponentials.) The values for the coefficients are given in Table I . Figure 4 shows neurophysiological data of three levels of response magnitude (Oram & 255 Perrett 1992) with the regression lines superimposed. Linear interpolation between the modelled spike density functions allowed spike density functions to be estimated for any response magnitude. It should be noted that the purpose of the curve fitting was simply to describe the time course of neuronal responses with a high degree of fidelity (see Figure 4 and R 2 values in Table I ). While other functional forms would fit the data well using fewer parameters and 260 possibly more stably, the parameters (even though the 95% confidence intervals all include 0) provide a sufficiently good description of the time course that other regressions were not performed (minor changes in the goodness of fit will not substantially alter the results of the simulations).
A population response, consistent with observed neurophysiological responses (Perrett 265 et al. 1991; Perrett et al. 1998) , was generated from 25 model neurones, with different neurones having different preferred views (i.e., stimulus orientations that (Perrett et al. 1991) ). The modelled distribution of response latencies was taken from previously recorded neurophysiological data . The R 2 of the regression of the time courses of the simulated responses on the observed pop-270 ulation responses (maximum response magnitude 0.899, mid response magnitude = 0.778, smallest response magnitude = 0.5234) were all highly significant (p < 0.00001). Using curve fitting directly on the recorded population data gives only a modest improvement (R 2 maximum = 0.917, mid = 0.809, smallest = 0.592, average improvement of 4% of the variance in the responses 'explained'). The modelled time course of the neuronal 275 responses was therefore in good agreement of observed data.
The mean number of spikes elicited by each stimulus was modelled using the average tuning curves to stimuli of different orientation (Perrett et al. 1991) . The trial-by-trial number of spikes elicited by a stimulus was randomly drawn from a truncated Gaussian ) with a mean-variance relationship described by a fano 280 factor (variance/mean) of 1.5, a value typical of cortical neurones (Mechler et al. 1998; Lee et al. 1998; Oram et al. 1999 Oram et al. , 2001 ). The standard deviation of the predicted reaction times using the observed supra-Poissonian variability, is nearly twice that when Poissonian variability is assumed (data not shown).
The times of individual spikes of each neurone in the population responses was simulated 285 using the spike count matched model (Oram et al. 1999 . Briefly, the spike count matched model uses a standard method to generate random numbers (spike times) with a known probability distribution (spike density function (Press et al. 1992) ). The spike times are generated randomly by taking uniform random numbers in the interval (0-1) and applying the inverse of the cumulative probability distribution. Specifically, the spike density 290 function is transformed into a cumulative spike density function (CSDF) for each stimulus at each time point t (in general, CSDF(t) = t i =1 SDF(i ), although here the integral of the modelled spike density functions can be used). Normalization by the value of the CSDF at the end of the sample period (T = 1000 ms) gives the cumulative spike probability function CSPF(t)=
CSDF(t) CSDF(T)
. The CSPF gives the probability with which any given spike in a train will 295 have occurred within t ms of stimulus onset. The time bin (width δt, here 1 ms) in which a spike occurs, t spike , in a simulated train is determined from a uniform random distribution
, the time of the kth bin being kδt -(k+1)δt. Only one spike is allowed in each time bin: when a spike was assigned to an already occupied bin, a new random number was drawn and the spike re-assigned. The timing 300 of the spikes in the simulated spike trains can be constrained by the inter-spike-intervals so that both absolute and relative refractory periods of the neurones are incorporated into the simulated data. Here, the constraint was simplified so that no two spikes of the response of an individual model neurone were within 1 ms of each other. The spike count matched model simulates spike trains that have the same fine temporal resolution spike pattern distributions 305 seen in neurophysiological data, including synchronous spikes and synfire chains between responses of different neurones (Oram et al. 1999 .
For each simulated trial, the population response was the summed spike trains across neurones within that population. Estimates of the mean and standard deviation of the modelled reaction times to each stimulus were calculated from 10,000 simulated trials.
310
Psychological methods
The participants were third-year psychology undergraduates (age 19-22) . All participants reported having normal hearing and normal or corrected to normal vision. Participants were given an instruction sheet and presented with an on-screen summary of the procedure.
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Procedure. On each trial, a variable auditory stimulus (1-4 pips, broadband 300 Hz-3 KHz, 315 25 ms duration, 100 ms between pips) was followed by visual presentation of a single letter covering the fixation point, either 0 or 1000 ms after the end of the auditory stimulus (i.e., 0 or 1000 ms inter-stimulus-interval from the end of the last pip). The task was to decide (1) whether the number of pips was odd or even and (2) whether the letter was a normal or mirror image irrespective of the letter orientation. Data from dual tasks involving mental 320 transformation can be difficult to interpret. For example, some of the processing associated with mental rotation may occur in parallel with tone-frequency discrimination (Van Selst & Jolicoeur 1994; Heil et al. 1999) . There is also evidence that aspects of the processing of stimuli and the processing of behavioural responses can occur in parallel despite the serial nature of the two tasks (Hommel 1998) . Thus, the 325 preparation of the behavioural response following tone discrimination may interfere with the mental transformation process even if the two tasks were actually being processed serially. Participants were therefore instructed to withhold the response to the auditory stimulus until after making the response to the visual stimulus. Note this also means that if there was an output switching cost, it would affect the responses to the auditory task rather than the 330 visual recognition task. Responses to the stimuli were to be made as quickly as possible using the appropriate key (mirror letter/odd number of pips = '\' key using the left hand; normal letter/even number of pips = '/' key using the right hand). The delay between trials varied uniformly 1000-1500 ms. Each participant underwent a practice phase with on screen messages indicating incorrect 335 responses. The practice phase consisted of only high contrast large stimuli with 1000 ms interstimulus-interval. Participants continued the practice phase until achieving criterion level (70% correct, chance = 25%). All participants reached criteria within a 10 minute period. Although subsequent performance increased in the subsequent experimental phase with reaction time steadily decreasing (37 ms every 10 trials, R 2 = 0.85) and accuracy increasing 340 (0.006 every 10 trials, R 2 = 0.72), this improvement is not considered further here other than noting that reaction times increased with increasing rotation from upright and decreasing contrast at the end as well as the start of the experimental phase. During the experimental phase, responses were made as in the practice phase except no error feedback was given. Blocks of 192 trials (letter R/G by normal/mirror by 8 orientations by 0/1000 ms delay by 345 contrast (high/low)) were presented with a participant controlled pause between blocks. As the practice phase consisted of only upright high contrast stimuli, the rotated and/or low contrast stimuli were novel to the participant.
Stimuli. The auditory and visual stimuli were presented on PCs equipped with 17 colour monitors and speakers. Auditory stimuli. The auditory stimuli were computer generated 'pips' 350 presented well above auditory threshold. For each trial a random number of pips (1-4) were presented at a delay of 100 ms between pips. Visual stimuli. The visual stimuli were black (arial font) uppercase letters (R and G) presented in the middle of the monitor on a grey background, rotated 0
• from the upright as either its normal or mirror image. Two contrast levels of each stimulus were generated (high = 100%, low = 6%).
355
Data analysis. Initial data sorting discarded any data in which the participant's response to the visual or auditory stimulus was incorrect or when the recognition reaction time was more than four standard deviations from that participant's mean reaction time. All data was log-transformed to establish homogeneity of variance (Snedecor & Cochran 1980) . As these analyses showed the same pattern of results obtained using the raw data, the results using 360 the raw data values are presented. Analysis was performed using the mean reaction time of each participant. Due to the experimental time constraints, data were collapsed across letter and direction of rotation (i.e., R/G data and ± rotation angles were combined). Data was analysed using within subjects analysis of variance (ANOVA) (factors: 2 (contrast) × 2 (delay) × 5 (rotation)) using SPSS with each participant's mean reaction times as the 365 independent variable. Type III error terms and Greenhouse-Geisser correction was used for all analyses (see Snedecor & Cochran (1980) for introduction to ANOVA and its relationship to multiple linear regression).
Experiment 2
The participants, drawn from the same student group, were different from those in experi-370 ment 1. The methods for experiment 2 were analogous to the first experiment (10 minute practice phase followed by 20 minute experimental phase, see above) with the following changes in the stimuli. Two sizes of each stimulus were generated (large = 72 point, small = 18 point) at high (100%) contrast instead of two levels of stimulus contrast. Procedure. Blocks of 192 trials with the size/orientation changed stimuli rather than the con-375 trast/orientation manipulated images (R/G by normal/mirror by 8 orientations by 0/1000 ms inter-stimulus-interval by size (large/small)). (3) Analysis. The three way within subjects ANOVA, after collapsing across letter and direction of rotation had the design (2 (size) × 2 (delay) × 5 (rotation)).
Results
380
Integration of neuronal codes into the accumulator model (see also Oram et al. (2002) ) predicts that if changes in perceptual decision reaction times are driven by changes in the response latency of the underlying neuronal representation (experimentally induced by changes in stimulus contrast) then the recognition reaction time is influenced only with long interstimulus-intervals. On the other hand, changes in predicted recognition reaction time due to 385 change in response magnitude (experimentally induced by changes in stimulus orientation) are predicted to be independent of inter-stimulus-interval ( Figure 5 ). Figure 5 . Predicted patterns of mean reaction times in a dual task paradigm. The mean reaction times predicted using the diffusion model at long and short inter-stimulus-intervals are plotted when stimulus rotation from upright and contrast (High/Low) are varied. The pattern of results predicts an almost constant linear increase in reaction time as the stimulus is rotated. The effect of changing stimulus contrast on reaction times is predicted to be larger with long than with short inter-stimulus-interval.
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390
On the other hand, the impact of changes in stimulus contrast on RT are predicted to decrease at short inter-stimulus-intervals (Van Selst et al. 1999; Oram et al. 2002; Oriet & Jolicoeur 2003) . The mean reaction times in the experimental study ( Figure 6 ) were in agreement with the predicted pattern of results. The mean reaction time at short interstimulus-intervals (mean ± sem: 1864 ± 115 ms) was significantly (p < 0.00005) longer than 395 the mean reaction time with long inter-stimulus-intervals (1540 ± 103 ms). Mean reaction time increased significantly with the increase of rotation angle (p < 0.00005). Critically, the effect of stimulus rotation on mean reaction time was statistically the same at both interstimulus-intervals (p > 0.7). The effect of reducing stimulus contrast on mean reaction time with a 0 ms inter-stimulus-interval between presentation of the auditory and visual stimuli 400 was smaller (104 ms) than with a 1000 ms inter-stimulus-interval (240 ms, p = 0.001). Consistent with the predictions from the diffusion model, no other significant interactions were observed in the experimental data (each p > 0.1).
It is possible that results obtained in the first experiment occur because visual processing of rotated stimuli interacts with other visual processes such that they are dependent on the inter-405 stimulus-interval. Therefore, experiment 2 used stimuli of different orientations and sizes rather than different orientations and contrasts. Changes in stimulus size reduce neuronal response magnitude without change in neuronal response latency (see Introduction). Thus, like changes in stimulus orientation, the effect on reaction time is predicted to be independent of the inter-stimulus-interval. Figure 7 plots the mean reaction times to two image sizes 410 at 0 and 1000 ms inter-stimulus-intervals at different stimulus orientations. As with the first experimental study, mean reaction times at short inter-stimulus-intervals were longer than at long inter-stimulus-intervals and there was a main effect of stimulus rotation (each p < 0.00005). The increase in mean reaction time with increasing rotation from upright was statistically equivalent at both delays (p > 0.5). Mean reaction times to small images 415 (1725 ± 82 ms) were significantly (p < 0.00005) greater than reaction times to large images (1582 ± 67 ms). No significant interactions were found (each p > 0.2), indicating that the effect of change in stimulus size on mean reaction time was independent of the inter-stimulusinterval (see also Tombu & Jolicoeur (2002b) ). The model used here predicts not only the mean but also the distribution of the trial-by-420 trial reaction times. While the model provides estimates of the reaction time distributions for incorrect responses, the average accuracy of the subjects' responses was over 95%, providing insufficient trials to analyse the reaction time distributions for incorrect trials (see Smith & Ratcliffe (2004) and references therein for review of diffusion and accumulator models predicting incorrect trial reaction time distributions). Figure 8 plots the distributions of 425 reaction times from the human experimental (top row) and modelling studies (bottom row). The reaction time distributions from both the modelling and human studies show a 'skewing' of the distribution with presentation of stimuli away from upright (left column) or decreasing size (right column) and a rightward 'shift' with decreasing stimulus contrast (middle column).
The reaction time distributions predicted from the model show a linear mean:standard 430 deviation relationship over the neurophysiologically plausible range of activity levels and response latencies. With a delay before the start of accumulation of spike counts the mean time-to-thresholds increase but the slope of the mean∼standard deviation relationship remains nearly constant. Consistent with this, the coefficient of variation (ratio of mean to standard deviation (see Figure 9) ) of human reaction times with long inter-stimulus-interval is 435 greater than that seen with short inter-stimulus-interval (F [1, 80] = 36.2, p < 0.0005, Figure 9 bottom left). Similarly, an increase in response latency is predicted to cause an increase in mean reaction time with little change in the trial-by-trial variability. The predicted increase in the coefficient of variation as stimulus contrast decreased (increased neuronal response latency) was also observed (F [1, 49] The model predicts qualitatively different changes in the distribution of reaction times when neuronal response magnitudes are changed. The probability of detection threshold being reached rapidly (early reaction time) is decreased with decreasing response magnitude with corresponding increases in the probability of longer reaction times. This skewing of 445 the reaction time distribution, rather than a shift, is reflected in the constant coefficient tnet.cls TFJI040-03-144486 November 22, 2005 6:24 Integrating neuronal coding into cognitive models 15 (Figure 9 top left). However, 450 given the predicted low probability of observing the shortest reaction times when the stimulus is inverted this may be due to under-sampling due to experimental time constraints.
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Discussion
Summary of results
A model was outlined using accumulation of spike counts with known relationships between 455 neuronal codes and image transformations to predict changes in reaction time distributions under a variety of conditions. Changes in either neuronal response magnitude or response latency of an encoded visual stimulus predict changes in mean reaction times to that stimulus. A dual task paradigm was used to tease apart the predicted effects of changes in neuronal response latency from changes in response magnitude on mean reaction times. As predicted 460 ( Figure 5 ), effects of changing stimulus contrast (neuronal response latency) depended on inter-stimulus-interval, whereas changes in stimulus orientation and size (neuronal response magnitude) were independent of inter-stimulus-interval (Figures 6 and 7) . The model also predicted that the changes in the mean reaction times would be due to different types of change in the underlying reaction time distributions. Changes in mean 465 tnet.cls TFJI040-03-144486 November 22, 2005 6:24 Integrating neuronal coding into cognitive models 17 reaction times due to changes in neuronal response magnitude (changing stimulus orientation and size) were predicted and generally consistent with the predicted skewing of the reaction time distributions (Figures 8 and 9 ). The analysis of the co-efficient of variation indicated that the change in reaction time distribution of inverted stimuli may involve a 'shift' as well as a skewing (Figure 9 ). However, this can be attributed to the very low probability of observing 470 the shortest reaction times to inverted images and the limited number of experimental trials that can be collected. Changes in mean reaction times due to changes in neuronal response latency (changing stimulus contrast) and the impact of changing the inter-stimulus-interval were, as predicted, due to shifts of the reaction time distributions (Figures 8 and 9 ). is a modulation of neuronal responses rather than a change in the selectivity. While it will be important to examine neuronal responses under appropriate task conditions, the data to date suggest that task induced changes will influence the absolute values of the predictions of accumulator models rather than the pattern of the predictions. Neurophysiological studies on the relationship between behavioural reaction time and 490 neuronal response latency have shown that the variability of response latency in the inferior temporal cortex is typically significantly smaller than the variability of behavioural reaction time (DiCarlo & Maunsell 2005) . This does not mean, however, that neuronal activity in the visual system and behavioural reaction times are unrelated. In a binocular rivalry task, the time of reported target perception is correlated with the onset of activity of inferior temporal 495 cortical neurones (Sheinberg & Logothetis 1997) . During a visual search, the magnitude of responses from neurones is inversely correlated with time-to-detection (i.e., the larger a neuronal response the shorter the time before target detection (Sheinberg & Logothestis 2001) ). Thus, analysis of response magnitude and response latency is needed to determine whether there is a relationship between encoded activity and behavioural reaction time. For 500 the model used here, the time for the difference in activity between two populations to reach threshold is related to both the response latency and magnitude and captures much of the variability in behavioural reaction times.
Use of neuronal codes in models
Comparison of cognitive and neurophysiologically based models
In line with cognitive models, the neurophysiologically based computational model used 505 here assumed a delay before accumulating the difference of spike counts between two population responses when short inter-stimulus-intervals were used. The neuronal mechanisms underlying this delay were not modelled, nor do the present results shed light on this issue. The assumed delay received at least some experimental support in that the change in mean reaction time between long and short inter-stimulus-intervals was due to a shift rather than 510 a skewing of the underlying reaction time distribution (Figure 9 ). Within a cognitive framework, the linear increase in mean recognition reaction times as the image is rotated from upright forms the hallmark of mental rotation (Shepard & Metzler 1971) . Similarly, the increase in mean reaction times as stimulus size is decreased is taken as indicating of cognitive process of size normalisation (Tombu & Jolicoeur 2002b) . It is shown 515 here that incorporation of neurophysiological data into diffusion or accumulator models provides an alternative explanation of the behavioural results (see also Perrett et al. 1998; Oram et al. 2002) . The diffusion model used here does not postulate secondary mechanisms (mental rotation or size normalisation) operating on the neuronal representations and as such gives a more parsimonious explanation of the behavioural data.
520
The studies presented here also suggest an alternative explanation of the dual task experiments. Cognitive frameworks assume that some aspects of sensory processing occur in parallel while others are serial Pashler et al. 2001; Tombu & Jolicoeur 2003) . The model used here suggests that if a stimulus manipulation influences neuronal response latency, the effect of that manipulation on reaction time will 525 depend on inter-stimulus-interval. If the image manipulation influences response magnitude but not response latency, the effect of that manipulation on reaction time will be independent of inter-stimulus-interval. Furthermore, within the outlined cognitive frameworks, the patterns of reaction time data cannot be predicted a priori as a dual task experiment is used to define whether the process is serial or parallel. The model presented here allows measures 530 of neuronal activity with changes in stimulus parameters to be used to predict the pattern of behavioural reaction times in a dual task paradigm without invoking serial or parallel processes.
Accumulator and diffusion models (Ward & McClelland 1989; Perrett et al. 1998; Schall & Thompson 1999; Gold & Shadlen 2001; Usher & McClelland 535 2001; Oram et al. 2002; Schall 2003) predict the patterns of reaction time distributions as well as the mean reaction times under various experimental conditions. The prediction of differential patterns of changes in reaction time distributions with different types of change in stimuli is unavailable from most cognitive models or computational models that do not incorporate differential encoding (changes in magnitude and latency). A change in neuronal 540 coding with changing input can influence behaviour wherever the change in coding occurs: manipulations that change magnitude and latency could occur at the same points in the processing stream yet would give rise to differential dual task performance. Thus, and unlike most models of dual task performance, the model used here does not assume different 'stages' of processing (e.g., sensory coding, response selection and response initiation). Thus, 545 diffusion or accumulator models, when incorporating neurophysiological data, offer a more complete and more parsimonious explanation of behavioural results than is available from traditional cognitive models.
An alternative framework for interpreting results from dual-task experiments
The available neurophysiological data from visual association cortices indicates encoding of 550 visual stimuli is not invariant to image transformations such as changes in orientation, size or contrast (e.g., Gross et al. 1972; Desimone et al. 1984; Rolls & Baylis 1986; Tanaka et al. 1991; Perrett et al. 1998; Oram et al. 2002) . The idea that anisotropies in population level encoding of stimuli may underlie perceptual performance is not new. For example, meridian anisotropy-being faster and more accurate at determining upright and horizontal lines than 555 oblique lines-is attributed to more neurones being maximally activated by vertical and horizontal lines than oblique lines (Regan & Beverley 1985; Heeley & Timney 1988 ) although see (Heeley & Buchanan-Smith 1992) . The studies here show that changes in reaction times tnet.cls TFJI040-03-144486 November 22, 2005 6:24 Integrating neuronal coding into cognitive models 19 Figure 10 . Alternative framework of dual task paradigm performance. As in the bottleneck model (see Figure 1) , presentation of an auditory stimulus is followed by presentation of a visual stimulus at either long (Upper) or short (Lower) inter-stimulus-intervals. Upper: visual stimulus 1 leads to short reaction time and visual stimulus 2 which gives rise to long reaction times as a result of either an increase in neuronal response latency (delayed signal) or reduced neuronal response magnitude (reduced signal strength) compared to the neuronal responses elicited by stimulus 1. Lower: with short inter-stimulus-intervals, the serial 'bottle-neck' apparatus is assumed to be processing the first stimulus when the second stimulus is presented. Thus there is a delay before the accumulation of evidence (information) starts. If the change in behavioural reaction time was due to a change in neuronal response latency of the encoded visual stimulus (e.g., change in stimulus contrast), reaction times to stimulus 2 (low contrast) will now be comparable to reaction times to stimulus 1 (high contrast). If the change in behavioural reaction time was due to a change in neuronal response magnitude (e.g., change in stimulus orientation or size), reaction times to stimulus 2 (inverted/small size) will remain longer than reaction times to stimulus 1 (upright/ large size).
tnet.cls TFJI040-03-144486 November 22, 2005 6:24 20 M. W. Oram predicted here may not require specific cognitive processes (e.g., mental rotation, size normalisation) with specific properties (serial versus parallel) but might be, like explanations of 560 meridian anisotropy, a consequence of the way in which the representation of the stimulus input is encoded. Finally, the model used here assumes that serial processes are only necessary for response selection and initiation to avoid possibly catastrophic interference. At long inter-stimulusintervals, monitoring and evidence accumulation, based on neuronal activity, can start at the 565 onset of the visual stimulus. At long inter-stimulus-intervals, therefore, an image manipulation that results in a decrease in neuronal response magnitude or an increase in neuronal response latency will result in increased mean reaction times (Figure 10, upper) . At short inter-stimulus-intervals (Figure 10, lower) , the accumulation of evidence is delayed until the decision about first task is complete. This will result in differential reaction times only if the 570 image manipulation evokes a change in response magnitude (e.g., rotation away from upright or decrease in stimulus size). If the image manipulation changes neuronal response latency (e.g., decreasing stimulus contrast) differential reaction times will be observed at long but not short inter-stimulus-intervals.
Summary
575
The experiments here were designed to test specific hypotheses generated from consideration of neurophysiological activity within the visual system. The results confirmed that if a stimulus parameter variation produces a change in reaction time that is constant across different inter-stimulus-intervals (orientation and/or size) it is sufficient to attribute this to changes in the neuronal response strength without the need to postulate a separate serial mental process 580 (mental rotation/size normalisation). On the other hand, if a stimulus parameter variation produces a change in reaction time that varies with inter-stimulus-intervals (contrast) it is sufficient to attribute this to changes in the neuronal response latency without the need to postulate a separate parallel mental process (contrast normalisation).
Not only do diffusion or accumulator models incorporating neurophysiological data pro-585 vide a simple explanation of behavioural phenomena associated with 'mental rotation', 'size normalisation' and 'contrast normalisation' without recourse to specific transformation processes Oram et al. 2002) , but also a parsimonious account of results from dual task paradigms. The power of the model extends beyond predicting patterns for mean reaction times, offering an explanation of changes in the distributions of reaction times 590 seen in visual tasks. Thus, these studies indicate a fruitful interchange between mathematical models and neuronal coding that can lead to a more parsimonious explanation of behaviour than is available from current cognitive models.
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